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Bosnia Roundtable

CANADIAN CENTRE FOR FOREIGN POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Departmeut of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Ottawa

26 Februaxy 1998
Report by Metta Spencer

Participants: Hon. Lloyd Axworthy, M.P., Nedzad Basic, Charles Court, Mihailo
Crnobrnja, Mohamed Dzuuhur, Lorna Jean Edmunds, Donald Fleming, John Graham,
Eric Hoskins, Robert Ho-wse, Steve Lee, Reno Lukic, Elleen Oleniuc, Malcolm Peat,
David Rudd, Metta Spencer, Dennis Stevens, Marie Ger-vais Vidricaire, Steve Wallace,
Kate WThite.

Marie Gervais Vidricaire launched the meeting with an excellent and encouraging
summation of the projects in -which Canada has been engaged in Bosnia. Next the
meeting turned to a gexxeral discussion of the current situation, followed ini the-afternoon
by a discussion of specific policy recomrnendations. Finally, after the discussion'had
gone on for a good part of the day, we were joined by Minister Axworthy, who listened
and answered questions. Most of the following points were made by only pne or twot
speakers, but (except where noted) they were flot disputed by others and can probably
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The most debated theme concerried the question of establishing democracy. Some

participants feel that the process of continuously intervening in Bosnian affairs amnounts

to treating the region as an "intensive care patient" and thereby increasing a sense of

isolation and dependency înstead of allowing Bosnians to take care of their owu politics.

Other participants maintain that there is no alternative in the near term to
0twxsting their armns" to change Bosnian politics. Though democracy is the goal, the

progress until now has not resulted from any internai consensus but from prodding. No

development could have happened had there not been a derogation of sovereignt> iii the
n-ý Irrrppmpflt Tri firc the US bas been behind crucial decisions, especiaFiy the



fike the constitution to be changed so that ail parties and ail natîonalities are equally
enfranchised throughout Bosnia.

-The International Crisis Group (ICG) has a diffeèrent proposai for electorai reform.
They note that at ail levels of government a Serbian candidate can be elected without
receivizig the vote of a single Croat or Bosniac, a Croat can be elected -without receiving
the vote of a single Bosniac or Serb, and a Bosniac can be elected without recei*ving the
vote of a single Serb or Croat. Indeed, in a situation of mutai suspicion and eth.nic
antagonism, voters tends to support an ethnic party that is quite militant in protecting
the interests of its own community. This perpetuates polarization.

The ICG recoguizes that almost ail Bosnian voters support candidates and parties
of their own nationality. Their reform therefore allocate a number of seats to each ethn.ic
group in accordance with, say, the pre-war ethnic distribution of the area. Then ail
parties of each group would nominate candidates for those seats, generating three
différent Iists - one for each ethnicity. However, each voter would vote for ail tbrek 4
Lists. This would force candidates and parties to develop platforms that are acceptable to
ffhe entire Bosnian electorate, not just to their own nationality, thus fostering a politics of
noderation and compromise.

F'or the Inter-national Corninunity n
1 We shouid increase the "protectorate" elements, nt expect a liberal democracy
)ecause it wil be necessary first to overcome extreme nationalism. Bosnia lias to be

to reduce it
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-state economic cooperation between
be encouraged in ail possible ways.
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